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View from the Dome
Dear Family, Friends, and Fellow Researchers,
Exciting news! We are very pleased to announce the launch of our web site: www.kellyresearchtech.com! While
our site is still in the fledgling state, we intend to continue to grow this Internet presence, adding information useful to
the subtle energy researchers, connections to other members of the radionics/Psychotronics community and, of
course, to showcase the entire line of products offered by Kelly Research Technologies. Do you want to see the
complete list of books we offer, or peruse our inventory of essential oils? Visit our web site! Indeed, through this site
we hope to make our resources, products and information available to, well… EVERYONE! Bold statement? Yes,
perhaps, but the simple fact of the matter is that we’ve entered a golden age of communication. The Internet is finally
getting to the point of truly being an unlimited resource for transmission of ideas and interpersonal communication
thanks to the fact that there are practically no financial or logistical barriers to impede that communication. Anyone
with access to a computer can get their ideas out there for literally everyone else in the world to see.
This month we are also excited to spotlight the work being done by our old friends the Larsens at Little Farm
Research. In addition to reprinting Lutie Larsen’s seminal 1986 article Radionics and Gardening from our own
Psychotronics Book I: Ideas and Innovators, we are spotlighting the addition of four wonderful booklets to our
bookstore. Authored by Katherine Larsen, these booklets cover four fundamental topics of interest to any subtle
energy researcher and are an absolute treasure trove of information. They are very reasonably priced, too, so there is
no reason not to add these booklets to your library if you have not done so already.
Also up this month, a close look at Kelly Research Technologies’ Experimental Anapathic Purifier. This unit is an
absolute powerhouse, and in the hands of trained operator it can really change the way you attack contamination in
uniform compounds or organic systems, such as water, crops and practically anything you would store in a silo. Find
out if the KRT Experimental Anapathic Purifier is right for your operation on page 6.
On page 7 we return to our ongoing series of practical weather survival strategies with a look at floods. Most of us
think we will never see a rowboat float down the middle of our street, but in the last 15 years we have all seen major
floods covering huge sections of the United States - all the way from New Orleans to North Dakota. The Midwest flood
of 1993 created a body of water as large as a sixth Great Lake! This article also covers the danger of flash floods,
which can happen practically anywhere, anytime. Like my Dad the old Boy Scout used to say – Be Prepared!
Finally, we spend a little time talking about focused intent and its parallels in other areas of daily life.
Warmest Wishes Always,

OUR MISSION is to put top quality scalar and phase conjugate technology in the hands of the vast
community of radionic, psychotronic and other “subtle energy” researchers and practitioners.

